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Transportation Authorization Update 

With Congress returning to Capitol Hill this week after their two week district 
work period, the transportation authorization is a high priority for the House 
of Representatives. After all, the ball is in their court, so to speak, with the 
Senate having passed their bill earlier this year. Before the House left for the 
congressional recess two weeks ago, House Republican leadership noted that 
they would be working to gain votes for H.R. 7, the House's 5 year, $260 
billion highway bill.  
  
Unfortunately, ATSSA learned late Friday that this will most likely not be the 
House's course of action over the next few weeks. Aides to House Republican 
leaders are telling ATSSA and transportation stakeholders that the House will 
be considering another 90-day extension with the Keystone XL pipeline 
language attached which will become the vehicle to move to a conference 
committee with the Senate. This new bill will replace H.R. 7 and will enable 
the two chambers to begin discussions on a final version. The downside of this 
is that it most likely means that the new law will likely be close to the 2-year 
length of the Senate bill instead of the 5 years in the House. However, the 
positive side is that the House is still trying to find a way to conference with 
the Senate and move forward on an authorization. With all of that said, it is 
not absolute that this will be the course of action the House takes. House 
Republican leaders are still taking the temperature of the representatives to 
gauge their support for this action to see if this is a workable way forward.  
  
Although the length of the final conferenced bill in the future might be 
disappointing, the one critical point that we in the transportation construction 
community cannot forget is that without funding changes, the Highway Trust 
Fund is slated to run dry later this year. It is imperative that Congress take 
steps to alleviate this situation before the fall.  
  
Throughout the House's work and into the conference committee, ATSSA will 
continue to press for robust roadway safety infrastructure investments as well 
as a long-term funding solution.  

  
For more information, please contact ATSSA's Director of Government 
Relations Laura Perrotta at laura.perrotta@atssa.com.  
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Sen. Vitter Tours Traffic Solutions 

On April 4, Sen. David Vitter (R-La.) toured Traffic Solutions' facility in New 
Orleans, La. and met with many members of the company's staff. Sen. Vitter, 
who is the ranking member of the Senate Transportation and Infrastructure 
Subcommittee, has been an integral part of the Senate passing their 
transportation authorization earlier this year.  
  
Stacy Seamon, president of Traffic Solutions, initially met with Sen. Vitter and 
his staff when she attended the ATSSA Legislative Fly-In in 2010. Because of 
that initial outreach on Stacy's part, ATSSA was able to help facilitate the 
meeting and facility tour with the Senator. Site visits like these are truly 
beneficial for both the ATSSA member company and the industry to help build 
lasting relationships with policy-makers and members of Congress. More 
importantly it helps to keep safety in the spotlight as Congress works to 
hammer out a final transportation authorization.  
  
For more information on how your company can invite a legislator to tour your 
facility, please contact ATSSA's Associate Director of Government Relations 
Nate Smith at nathan.smith@atssa.com.  

ATSSA Legislative Briefing and Fly-In 

On April 25-26, more than 80 ATSSA members are coming to Washington, 
D.C. to meet with their legislators and congressional staff to talk about the 
transportation bill and roadway safety infrastructure. The two-day conference 
will give ATSSA members a tremendous opportunity to interact with 
customers and suppliers, congressional transportation staff members, and 
Reps. Richard Hanna (R-N.Y.), Jason Altmire (D-Pa.) and Lou Barletta (R-Pa.) 
who will be speaking during the briefing. A top congressional aide to Speaker 
John Boehner (R-Ohio) will also be speaking to Fly-In attendees.  
  
Stay on the lookout for photos and an update on the conference in early May. 
ATSSA's government relations team hopes to see many of you at the 2013 
Legislative Briefing and Fly-In next year! 

Follow ATSSA on Twitter 

For the latest news and information from Capitol Hill and Washington, D.C., 
follow ATSSA on Twitter at www.twitter.com/NateSmith.  
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